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FOREWORD
Dublin Port is delighted to contribute to the October issue of the Industrial Heritage Association of Ireland
newsletter. In 2012 Dublin Port Company embarked on a redevelopment project, where port and city
reintegration was a core objective. Since then, the policies outlined in the Port Masterplan have
materialised in projects to preserve the port heritage and promote the port culture. In 2015 the Port opened
the Diving Bell Ireland's smallest museum. Different art initiatives have been supported to tell the history
of the Port. In 2021 Dublin Port Company is launching the Pumphouse Heritage Zone, a two-acre civic space,
hosting ANU Productions and Landmark Productions last theatre play The Book of Names , based in the
Dublin Port Archive records. We are thrilled to offer the IHAI members a short walk around the port heritage
projects through the articles the Port Heritage and Communications team has created for the October
newsletter.
DIVING BELL

This 90-ton diving-bell, built in 1866 in Drogheda, was designed by Bindon Blood Stoney, who was port
engineer from 1856 to 1898. The diving-bell is open at the bottom and allows six workmen to descend down
a funnel through an airlock to work on the river bed. The bell was lowered into the water from a bell float
or barge, and air was pumped into it. The workmen were able to level the river bed to make way for large
prefabricated masonry concrete blocks, each weighing up to 350 tons.
This innovative approach to quay wall construction was a relatively cheap way for Dublin Port to expand
and move eastwards away from the city centre. The North Wall extension and adjacent quays at Alexandra

Left: Diving Bell original
design by B.B.Stoney 1871,
Engineering Drawings
Collection, Dublin Port Archive

Right: Diving Bell and the
Floating Shears, Glass Plates
Collection, Dublin Port
Archive.
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Basin, in total almost 5,000 square feet of deep-water berthage, were built using the diving-bell in the
nineteenth century.
The working conditions in the bell were harsh, as it became unbearably hot, and the men could not work
for more than 30 minutes at a time. In addition, when they finished work they had to spend at least five
minutes in the airlock, otherwise they could bleed from the ears and nose or, even worse, develop ‘diver’s
bends’.
The diving-bell was in constant use until 1958, as the port expanded to meet the requirements of more
modern ships that needed deeper water. It was saved by staff members of the port and was placed on
display in 2000 as part of a community project on Sir John Rogerson’s Quay. In 2014 Dublin Port decided to

Above (left): Diving Bell in the 1950s, Colour slides Collection, Dublin Port Archive
Above (right): Diving Bell, 2016, Philip Sliney
Below: Diving Bell design from B.B.Stoney’s paper submitted to the British Association for the Advancement of Science in 1878.
Dublin Port Archive
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create a more permanent display, raising the diving-bell off the ground and building a small museum
underneath. As Frank McNally described it at the time, ‘And now suddenly, it’s Dublin’s newest museum—
a miniature one, to be sure, but packing more fascination per square metre than most others’.

SUB-STATION
Walking down East Wall, in the whereabouts of the Port Centre, what likely catches the eye of the
beholder is the monumental sky-blue crane at the south entrance to Port Centre. However, keep
ambling up to the junction with Alexandra Road, a small red-brick building stands out. It contrasts

Above: Detail from Dublin Harbour, Plan of Shipping, quays, sheds and tramways, 1922. Dublin Port Archive

with its surroundings. It is almost like having a small window to the past in the middle of the road.
The Electricity Department of Dublin Corporation erected the sub-station around 1922 as a
transformer one. It converted the electricity from 1000 volts to 380 volts. The lesser voltage
current was used for the mains’ supply. The site belonged to the port shipbuilding yard, leased at
the time to Dublin Dockyard Co. The port authority transferred the site to the Dublin Corporation.
British Government officially handed over power to the Provisional Government of Ireland on the
same day. Thus, the sub-station is one of the earliest industrial buildings constructed by the
fledgling state.
In 2017, during the opening-up of the Port Centre precinct project led by Jim Kelleher now of Port
Heritage & Communication, the project structural engineers determined that the sub-station was
at risk of collapsing. Dublin Port and its contractor implemented a bracing system to prevent its
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deterioration and loss. Dublin Port Company petitioned Dublin City Council to add the sub-station
to the Record of Protected Structures, under sections 54 and 55 of the Planning and Development
Act, 2000. The addition was granted in December. Four categories of interest were recognised for
the building: architectural, historical, technical and local.
Given the significance of the building, Dublin Port is working with Darmody Architecture to
conserve and renovate the sub-station. The works have begun in 2021 and are due to finish in
2022. The focus will be to preserve the structure and repurposing the space. The project seeks to

Above: Red-Brick Electric Sub-station and Port Centre. Enda Kavanagh, 2017
Below: Repurposing project of Red-Brick Electric Sub-station, CGI image, Darmody Architecture.
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unlock its potential as a port landmark and orientation space for visitors. International and national
conservation principles and charters have been observed in the planning, complying with industrial
heritage conservation best practices. The original structure will be preserved, keeping the
maximum amount of historic fabric and the open interior.
A complimentary contemporary pavilion will be added. The extension has been designed as a
versatile space. Sliding and pivoting panels will allow adapting the space to a wide range of cultural
events. This modern addition will be delimited from the original fabric, to preserve and enhance
the unique personality of this Edwardian period industrial building. To outline the historic
character of the site an industrial archaeology project will uncover the original east wall in the
basement. It will be a permanent display, showing where the city ended back in the 1850s.
The Red-brick Sub-station will be part of the Distributed Museum concept, which gathers iconic
landmarks and symbols of the port culture and history like the Crane 292 or the Diving Bell. Indeed
it has been envisaged as a visitor centre and orientation space where the public can plan their visit
through the different sites that comprise the port distributed museum. Besides this function, it will
also host cultural and educational activities, like poetry reading, music recitals and experimental
theatre performances and will act as a venue for educational activities.

Above: Repurposing project of Red-Brick Electric Sub-station, Darmody Architecture.
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PUMP-HOUSE HERITAGE AREA
Down Alexandra Road, hidden at the heart of Alexandra Basin, lies the port graving docks. Graving
docks are port infrastructures used for the construction, maintenance and repairing of vessels.
They are also known as dry docks and consist of an enclosed basin that can be flooded and drained
through a pumping mechanism. This way the ship can be floated or rest on blocks in the drained
space, allowing operations like cleaning or painting of the hull. The pumping mechanism is stored
in the pump house, built close to the dock.
The history of the graving docks dates back to the mid-19th century. Throughout the 1800s,
facilities for repairing ships became a necessity in a busy port like Dublin. By the 1840s, the existing
graving slips were no longer fit for the vessels that kept increasing their size year after year. Thus,
the Port Chief Engineer, George Halpin Jr., designed the Graving Dock no.1. His assistant, Bindon
Blood Stoney (the future next Chief Engineer) supervised the project. The graving dock was
constructed by William Dargan and opened in February 1860. One century later, in 1957, the port
built the Graving Dock no. 2. The Dublin Port and Docks Board was considered a matter of national
importance because of the increase in ship repair work in the Port after the Emergency.

Above: Aerial image of graving docks in the 1950s. Dublin Port Archive.
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In 2021 Dublin Port completed the first stage of its project to create a heritage zone in this unique
space. The Graving Dock No.2 has been infilled to create a public plaza. Dock gates have been

Above: 3D model of the Pump-House Heritage Area. Darmody Architecture.

retained to preserve its character. The two-acre open space will host public events like exhibitions,
concerts, performances or markets. Stage two will involve opening up Pumphouse Two as part of
the Port’s distributed museum. Stage three will see the unearthing and restoration of Victorian
Graving Dock no. 1.

Above: Darragh Feehely, Thomas Reilly, Tony Doyle, Mathew
Williamson, Lewis Brophy and Jamie O’Neill were pictured in Dublin
Port during the opening of ANU Productions and Landmark
Productions. Picture Conor McCabe Photography.
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The last stage will see architectural intervention to Graving Dock No. 1, as always envisaged under
the Alexandra Basin Redevelopment project.
The Pumphouse presentations set the start of the cultural events programme in 2020 for this new
heritage area. It was a statement on Dublin Port intent to programme events in the new heritage

Above: Director, Louise Lowe, Willie White, Dublin Theatre Festival and Maureen Kennelly, Director of the Arts Council and
Dublin Port Company’s Chief Executive, Eamonn O’Reilly pictured in Dublin Port’s Pumphouse. Picture Conor McCabe
Photography.

zone based on Dublin and its port’s rich heritage. The project comprised five theatre pieces
recorded in the Victorian era Pumphouse. Some were pre-existing and already staged, and others
were bespoken for the project. Following this, a new site-specific play has been commissioned to
ANU in 2021: The Book of Names. ANU, in collaboration with Landmark, brought the area to life,
creating a show to tell the events of the Irish Wars of 1919-1923 in Dublin Port and City. Written
and directed by Louise Lowe, the play is based on port registers preserved at the Dublin Port
Archive. Lar Joye, the Port Heritage Director, discovered the story of a secret port-based IRA cell
after researching the archives. Known as the Q company, this unit of dock workers smuggled 97%
of the ammunition used in the War of Independence.
The port hopes to welcome more artists and host a wide range of cultural events for Dublin citizens
and visitors to enjoy the arts and the port industrial heritage fine examples. As the project stages
develop, the port intends to tell the story of how the Graving Dock worked, its relevance to the
Port throughout the 19th and 20th centuries and how ports changed since those times and are still
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developing. The Pumphouse heritage area has been incorporated into the port distributed
museum.

ENGINEERING DRAWINGS COLLECTION

When the first Port Authority was set up back in 1707, Dublin’s landscape was to change
drastically. The capital had experienced minor alterations throughout the 1600s. The Dublin
mapped by Speed and Moll is roughly the same, despite a century elapsed in-between. However,

Above (left): Port of Dublin. Proposed improvements. Bindon Blood Stoney, 1862
Below (left): Proposed Alterations and Additions to Sheds Occupied by the L.M. & S. Rly, North Wall. Joseph Mallagh, 1931
Right. Pier Head Light on cut stone tower. Kingstown West Pier. George Halpin Jr, 1850.

if we travel only half of a century ahead in time to Rocque’s 1756 map, a very different city is
presented to the beholder. The Liffey is no longer diverted in multiple channels, and the South
Wall already stretched over 4 km out in the bay.
Both set the start of the large port infrastructure projects undertaken by the port authorities. The
18th and 19th centuries witnessed the construction of significant landmarks such as the North Bull
Wall, Custom House and George’s Dock, and the North Wall Extension or Alexandra Basin.
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South Quays, Western extension of Port Board's Electric Cables (K. 1167). Plan showing cables supplied and laid by Siemens Bros
in 1914 along River Liffey

Completion of the deep seaport took place throughout the 20th century by reclaiming the space
from the sea.

The port development left a fair share of archive materials. Dublin Port Company predecessors
preserved a wide range of drawings, plans and other documents. Nowadays, the Dublin Port
Archive engineering drawings collection comprises over 30,000 items. Some bear the signature of
illustrious Irish engineers as George Halpin, Bindon Blood Stoney, John Purser Griffith or Joseph
Mallagh.

Archives are part and parcel of Industrial Heritage. As per ICOMOS definition, Industrial Heritage
includes documents linked to industrial processes like production, extraction and transformation
of raw materials, along with the related energy and transport infrastructures (The Dublin Principles,
2011). Besides, archives are essential for the first principle outlined by ICOMOS regarding
documenting and understanding Industrial heritage structures, sites and landscapes.

Dublin Port Company is fully committed to preserving port heritage and culture. The Masterplan
reflects this by aiming to contribute positively to Dublin and its citizens as a policy driver. Dublin
Port development and operations must have a positive impact. Heritage and the facilitation of its

Proposed future improvement of the river channel. Bindon Blood Stoney, 1898.

public access are essential actions to achieve this goal. However, physical access often clashes with
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conservation. Exposure to light and humidity can damage the documents. Handling is one of the
major sources of deterioration. Digitization is a common solution. It allows accessibility without
compromising the archives. These can be kept safe and cared for by archive professionals.

Following this principle, Dublin Port embarked on a great digitalization project throughout 20202021. Dublin Port worked with Archives Ireland to scan 4,4000 engineering drawings. The project
began in 2018 when Magnus Archaeology surveyed the collection. After identifying the most

Left: Tipping Buckets for Electric Cranes. Engineers drawing, 1943.
Right: Ball Bearing Swivel for 4 Ton Electric Cranes. North Quay Extension, 1923

significant items, the packing process to move the collection started. A trained conservator took
care of custom-made conservation folders. Some drawings required restorative treatment.
Cleaning and consolidation procedures were performed to ensure the drawings were fit for

Left: Detail of conservation procedure.
Right: Dublin Port Archive conservator documenting the condition of a drawing.
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scanning. Archives Ireland archivists took out each item and scanned them inside special
enclosures to generate a digital file, causing no damage.

This project represents the first step to unveiling the treasures under DPC care. The plan is to
release the collection on the Dublin Port Archive website, facilitating their public use to
researchers, students, heritage enthusiasts and port communities.

______________________________________________________________________________

Bygone Days 8

Can you identify the location of this piece early-Victorian heritage?

Finally, the answer to the ‘Bygone Days 7’ memory test in the last Bulletin
is the five-sailer mill at Skerries Mills on the occasion of our AGM in 2018.
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